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Victor Perchuk1   
Duration 26:47 
 
00 00 My name is Victor Lvovich Perchuk. I was born at 11pm Moscow time, on 

August 28, 1924. I was born in city Odessa, in a maternity home at 
Staroportofrankovskaya Street. 00 18 

 
00 18 I lived at 1 Kobalskaya Street, Odessa. I studied at #37 school. Before the 

war I enrolled in grade 10 of  High Special Navy School in Odessa. When the 
war began I was a 10th grade student, I had just been transferred to grade 
10. 00 49 

 
00 49 Our special school was evacuated from Odessa to Fergana and later to Baku. 

In Baku we were placed in colleges: Caspian Navy College and Order of Lenin 
Dzerzhinsky High Navy Engineering College.  01 23 

 
01 23 I expressed my willingness to be admitted to Dzerzhinsky College. And I was 

admitted to the preparatory course, 10th grade. I completed the 10th grade of 
the preparatory course. 01 37 

 
01 37 I was enrolled in the first year, I became a college student. In 1944… first in 

1943 we had an on-site training at the Caspian Sea. Later on, in ’44 we were 
taken to the Northern Fleet. 02 03 

 
02 03 We were placed… I was at the Electrical Engineering Department.  We were 

placed with minesweepers that came from America as lend-lease supplies. I 
was placed with minesweeper #16. 02 22 

 
02 22 At the beginning of August, 1944 our minesweeper, along with other 

minesweepers ##114 and 118, were assigned as convoy BD5 to escort 
“Marina Raskova” transport on its way to Dixon. 02 49 

 
02 49 That was a transport to carry 10,000 tons of food and a lot of people heading 

to Dixon and further to Igarka and other places. Our convoy left Arkhangelsk, 
crossed the Yugora Strait, Novaya Zemlya and entered the Kara Sea. 03 13 

 
03 13 While in the territory of the Kara Sea, there were several reports that our 

sonar, the Americans called it ASDIC, received an echo. However the convoy 
commander, captain 1st class … I can’t recall his name…he said those were 
apparently big stones on the sea bottom. 03 43 

 
03 43 The Kara Sea is shallow. It’s about 20 m deep. “Nothing to worry about”. 

“Marina Raskova” was in the middle. We were on the starboard  side. #114 
was on the port side. 04 04 

 
04 04 #118 was in front. Approximately halfway between Novaya Zemlya and Dixon 

Island we heard a sound of a backfire. “Marina Raskova” stopped. We saw 
smoke coming out of the pipe. 04 32 

 
04 32 We… at that moment I was in the pilot house, as my responsibility at the 

action post was to switch demagnetizing winding rheostats based on ship’s 
course. 04 48 
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04 48 Once the course changed I had to switch the demagnetizing winding based on 

the schedule posted in front of my post. Demagnetizing winding was intended 
to secure that the minesweeper was not blown up by a magnetic mine. 05 04 

 
05 04 When “Marina” stopped it turned out that its radio was out of operation. 

Besides, for some reason, there wasn’t any signalman around to let us know 
what the problem was. 05 23 

 
05 23 After awhile there still was no communication from “Marina”. And then the 

convoy commander ordered all the minesweepers to approach “Marina 
Raskova’s” side to pick… to clarify what the problem was and to remove all 
the people who were there at the time. 05 39 

 
05 39 (The commander figured out that “Marina” had been blown up by a magnetic 

mine) Well, that wasn’t a good idea because all the regulations in all the 
countries after WWI had it that by no means anyone should approach a ship 
that had been blown up by a magnetic mine… 06 03 

 
06 03 …because there might be other mines around and the other ships might blow 

up. But as far as, as they say in the navy, the order had been given, the 
minesweepers started approaching “Marina Raskova”. 06 16 

 
06 16 Our minesweeper was in front. The convoy commander was on board #118. 

The #118 commander decided to force it up. He cut off in front of our bow, 
same way as do cars on a city road. 06 39 

 
06 39 When he cut off in front of our bow, all of a sudden an explosion occurred. We 

saw a column of fire and smoke. The #118 started going down. The #118’s 
side sank. After awhile a second explosion was heard on the side. Again a 
column of fire and smoke was seen. And #118 was gone. 07 05 

 
07 05 At that time the commander ordered to down a boat, to down a cutter and we 

managed to pull a number of people out of the water. The water wasn’t warm 
in August as the Kara Sea was part of the Arctic Ocean. 07 31 

 
07 31 Some of the people we saved were wounded. There were our students among 

them, including Zhenya Timonin, a very nice guy from Moscow. When on our 
way from Baku via Moscow to the North we had been given short leaves. 08 
04 

 
08 04 We had visited his parents who had lived in Moscow. His parents were very 

old. They loved him like crazy. So he was wounded. He was placed into our 
ship’s cabin. This is what happened next. 08 23 

 
08 23 The #118’s commander, the convoy commander was saved by a #114 cutter. 

While on the #114 he ordered the minesweepers to be anchored, not to 
approach “Marina”. 08 45 

 
08 45 The floating craft were ordered to be put down to pick up the people from 

“Marina Raskova”. Apparently it was a major mistake. In this kind of situation 
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being anchored with submarines around was same as becoming their target. 
09 15 

 
09 15 But as they say, the order was given. Everyone got anchored. Our longboats, 

our best sergeants were in the lead, the 6 of them did the rowing heading to 
“Marina Raskova”. 09 37 

 
09 37 #144 did the same: the longboat, the cutter, everything went forward to save 

people. I am not sure I should tell you what was going on on board of “Marina 
Raskova”, as it would involve a course language. 09 49 

 
09 49 The thing was. “Marina Raskova” was heading to Igarka, with ladies of easy 

virtue on board who had been seen with German in the occupied territories. 
By that time some of the territories had been liberated. 10 08 

 
10 08   So the ladies… ah there were civilians with their families on board heading to 

Dixon, as well as enlisted seamen. So the ladies started having fun there. 
They got alcohol from the cellar. 10 31 

 
10 31 Well, not the cellar, it was rather a pantry. They poured alcohol into any 

available containers. They got drunk. They started dragging seamen into the 
cockpit to have fun for the last time in their lives. 10 48 

 
10 48 Well, seamen and people  weren’t let off “Marina Raskova” in order to be 

saved. They were drunk as skunks. Those who were getting on board our 
ship… there were more than 100 men. 11 14 

 
11 14 Our commander, Vasily Babanov, ordered to search everyone getting on 

board our ship. He also ordered to throw overboard any container with alcohol 
found on the new arrivals. 11 25 

 
11 25 At the same time the #114 commander didn’t give such an order. And so this 

is what happened there, as we learnt later. The commander ordered the 
boatswain’s team seamen to stay on the bridge observing the ship’s 
perimeter, all rhumbs. 11 57 

 
11 57 They were ordered to watch for an enemy’s submarine, etc. So they followed 

his order. But when the drunk ladies of easy virtue emerged, someone from 
the team shouted “You’re standing here doing nothing while drunk ladies are 
waiting for you down there!” 12 20 

 
12 20 And so they rushed down and disappeared in a split of a second. At that 

time… ah.. several hours passed since it all had happened. It became dark. It 
wasn’t very dark because it was in August when there wasn’t much darkness 
in the night time in those latitudes. 12 50 

 
12 50 And so when our shift team was in the wheel house suddenly we saw a 

column of fire and smoke and #114 was gone. We remained on our own. We 
were anchored. 13 13 
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13 13 At that time our cutter was in the sea. It went to “Marina Raskova”. There 
was a lieutenant commander on board the cutter who was our on-site training 
commander. 13 34 

 
13 34 He was waving his arms when the cutter was approaching our ship. The 

cutter stopped near our ship. The lieutenant commander rushed to the bridge 
where our commander Vasily Babanov was and said that he had seen 2 
submarines. 13 55 

 
13 55 He had seen periscopes of 2 submarines. We had to weigh anchor and go 

away immediately. The commander ordered to weigh anchor and go away. At 
that time… as it appeared we saved…from #118…there was the Northern Fleet 
Aviation Commander, a general. 14 17 

 
14 17 He had been wounded. He had literally crawled up the bridge. He had held the 

commander by the pants saying “You please keep as closer to the shore as 
possible”. Closer to the shore – that was what the situation had been like. 14 
33 

 
14 33 And so to make my story short, only “Marina” and our minesweeper were left 

there. The situation with the commander was like this. The longboat with our 
sergeants was at “Marina Raskova”. 14 48 

 
14 48 There were people on board “Marina Raskova” to be saved. On the other hand 

we had more than 100 “newcomers”. As the lieutenant commander had said 
earlier there were 2 submarines in view. 15 05 

 
15 05 The commander figured it out that engaging with them would mean suicide 

for us. He figured they would torpedo us and that would be it. Of course it 
was insane to be anchored to avoid being blown up on a magnetic mine… 
although our windings were demagnitized, there was no way we could be 
blown up on a magnetic mine. 15 30 

 
15 30 I figure this was incompetence on the part of the convoy commander. At that 

time many competent admirals had been repressed. That was the reason why 
incompetent people climbed up the career ladder. 15 52 

 
15 52 And so he was one of them. That’s my personal opinion. To make my story 

short, the commander ordered to go away in the direction of the Cape 
Zhelaniya. Cape Zhelaniya was the northernmost point of Novaya Zemlya. 16 
06 

 
16 06 It wasn’t Yugora Strait, as the usual destination, where our base was located. 

In order to baffle the Germans we were going to move up north. 16 22 
 
16 22 And so we moved up north. At midnight the commander ordered to form on 

board. The engines were stopped. There was a little meeting, well not exactly 
a meeting. Our political supervisor made a speech. 16 49 

 
16 49 And so we buried those who had been wounded and died on board our ship, 

Zhenya Timonin among them. A record was made in the shift log with 
indication of the latitude and longitude where it all happened. 17 06 
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17 06 After that the commander ordered to turn in the direction of Yugora Strait. 

And so we headed to Yugora Strait. We entered Yugora Strait. We waited for 
the instructions from the Northern Fleet HQ. 17 24 

 
17 24 The instructions were as follows. The Northern Fleet HQ made a decision 

based on their analysis that we were on magnetic mines. The magnetic mines 
should be swept. 17 42 

 
17 42 As far as our minesweeper was the only one left, they ordered to move to the 

site of the tragedy and sweep the site until all magnetic mines were gone. But 
the commander was sure there weren’t any magnetic mines there. 17 58 

 
17 58 But as they say, the order had been given. They had to go there. My personal 

opinion is that the order was criminal. Why? Because a minesweeper throwing 
out a mine sweep that can run at the speed of only 6 knots becomes 
unprotected against submarines. 18 21 

 
18 21 Completely unprotected. In such cases it should be escorted by guard ships, 

usually a destroyer. We weren’t given any guard ships. We went to that site 
and started the mine sweeping. 18 35 

 
18 35 We were very lucky: the Germans couldn’t even imagine that something like 

that was possible – us returning to the site and do the mine sweeping of the 
site where there weren’t any magnetic mines. 18 50 

 
18 50 And so we swept and swept and swept. Finally the commander sent a radio 

message saying there weren’t any magnetic mines, there was nothing to 
sweep. “What do we do next?” 19 01 

 
19 01 We were ordered to go to Dixon. And so we went to Dixon, we took out the 

mine sweeper and went to Dixon. We arrived. We were treated as if we were 
cowards. 19 20 

 
19 20 We left the battlefield, left people on board “Marina Raskova”, left people on 

board our longboat. The commander was pronounced a coward. He was 
ordered to put to sea, go northwards for some reason, go in the direction of 
the Laptevs Sea, and to look for submarines until we sank German 
submarines. 19 52 

 
19 52 Well, up till then, the situation on the Northern Fleet was as follows. There 

were ships, destroyers and (inaudible) on the Northern Fleet, that had been 
built in the Tzar’s time. 20 11  

 
20 11 Admiral Krylov, Alexei Nikolaevich Krylov, a scientist, an Academician, 

Admiral… our country’s pride, was one of the designers.   The Fleet had 
destroyers, “7”s built in the 30s. 20 38 

 
20 38 They were created without Admiral Krylov’s involvement. He said that was a 

very poor project. And in fact, it was. A new model “7U” was considered an 
improvement. 20 50 
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20 50 In fact they weren’t any of improvement. They shouldn’t have been sent to 
the Northern Fleet because they hadn’t been adjusted to the Arctic Ocean’s 
waves. 21 01 

 
21 01 True, there had been an accident there when “Sokrushitelny” destroyer had 

been shipped out and had been pushed upon 2 waves – one on stern and the 
other on bow – it had been broken in two. 21 18 

 
21 18 That meant that the ships weren’t battle worthy, except for a few ones. The 

newly arrived American minesweepers were a very good acquisition for the 
Northern Fleet. 21 34 

 
21 34 Beside other advantages they were equipped with ASDICs, the sonars. The 

Americans didn’t provide us with radio locators. Instead they gave us sonars. 
21 45 

 
21 45 Besides, the Americans supplied us with 20 more big “submarine hunters”, 

kind of wooden cutters also equipped with sonars. 21 58 
 
21 58 That was a very serious addition to the Northern Fleet, supplied in the 

framework of the lend-lease. Well, our mood was surely very low while on 
Dixon. 22 10 

 
22 10 More so because our supplies chief, the quartermaster, went to the 

warehouse to get some uniforms and what not that  we were entitled to, he 
was told “We are not going to give you anything because you will be sunk 
anyway… 22 42 

 
22 42 …“why should we give you new uniforms if you are going to be sunk. We are 

not going to give you anything”. That was what the morale was like at the 
time. Although when the minesweepers and (inaudible) arrived our morale 
was like we didn’t give a damn. 23 00 

 
23 00 Now, it turned out we weren’t good for anything. Our political supervisor went 

for new films, to change the films. He wasn’t given any films he wanted to 
pick up. They said “We can’t give you films because you are going to be sunk 
anyway”. 23 17 

 
23 17 We were ordered to leave at dawn. We refuelled, replenished the required 

ammunition and were off to the sea. We headed to the Laptevs Sea. We were 
approximately 20-25…Our locator was on all the time. 23 44 

 
23 44 There was no echo, nothing. One day, in the 20s of September, our sonar 

man said there was an echo. Our commander ordered to watch the echo 
closely. An underwater object was moving. It was clearly a submarine. 24 21 

 
24 21  We set off following the submarine. All of a sudden the echo was lost for 

whatever reason. The commander was beside himself: we just lost what we 
had found earlier. 24 38 
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24 38 He ordered to continue the search. And so we started following various 
courses trying to locate the submarine. Eventually we located it. The echo 
was back. 24 50 

 
24 50 He got inside his cabin near the bridge. When he heard that the echo was 

back he came rushing back to the deck cabin. He took it on himself to ensure 
that the echo would not disappear. 25 07 

 
25 07 It happened so that the submarine was at our bow at the time. All of a 

sudden we saw a huge bubble at our bow. It meant that the submarine 
started scavenging its tanks before surfacing, as we figured out. 25 37 

 
25 37 As we found out later that was the latest submarine manufactured in 

Germany. It had a very good artillery weaponry. They decided…we had a 
depth bombs. 25 59 

 
25 59 They figured out that the depth bombs would be useless if they surface. As 

for artillery all we had was just big calibre rapid firing machine guns 
(inaudible). 26 19 

 
26 19 They were intended for firing at aircraft. The bubble became huge and our 

commander made a decision. I think that was the only right decision in that 
situation. He ordered and we entered the bubble and discharged all the 
supply of depth bombs we had on board... 26 47 

 
26 4 End of file.  
 
Victor Perchuk3 
Duration 27:23 
 
00 00 … on the stern. We moved forward, turned around and fired at the bubble 

with the mortar: we had a 20-tube mortar with submarine mines at the stern. 
To make my story short, we used all the ammunition we had for that 
submarine. 00 23 

 
00 23 And this is what happened next. The submarine was very, very slowly moving 

away, terribly slowly. A big patch of diesel fuel appeared on the surface. It 
was clear we had hit it all right. 00 48 

 
00 48 The big picture was like this. We damaged the submarine. We were out of 

ammunition. What should we do next? Our commander sent a radiogram to 
Dixon... 01 00 

 
01 00 …saying we were in need of ammunition. “Please send us “Bobiks”. We were 

informed that a “Bobik” was on the way and we should expect it in the next 
24 hours. We were circling around the place where the submarine had been 
seen earlier. 01 19 

 
01 19 We were moving back and forth. We were changing the course all the time. 

We tried to take position above the submarine. We were in the state of 
combat alert for 42 hours. 01 31 
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01 31 Beside the patch, other things started coming to the surface. It was clear that 
the submarine was well damaged. 01 48 

 
01 48 The big “hunter” arrived in 24 hours. It brought us ammunition. We loaded 

the ammunition onto the ship.  Dixon ordered that we returned to Dixon while 
the “Bobik” was ordered to stay where it was.02 10 

 
02 10 “Bobik” was ordered to stay there for 72 hours, as per regulations, to watch 

for the submarine, to make sure it was damaged with no possible repair, to 
make sure it was sunk. 02 24 

 
02 24 We followed the order. We set off to Dixon Island. We reached Dixon Island. 

Base commander met us. This time they greeted us like heroes. (chuckling) 
We, the students, were put ashore. 02 43 

 
02 43 It was end of September or beginning of October. The classes started at our 

college in Leningrad. The college had returned to Leningrad, to the Admiralty. 
Our on-site training commander, lieutenant-commander, also returned to 
Leningrad. 03 08 

 
03 08 He informed the college commander that we were dead. I don’t know what 

the reason was for saying so. We were removed from the list of college 
students. 03 23 

 
03 23 And even “Killed in battle” notices were sent out to our parents. At that time 

we were on Dixon. We were placed in a tent camp. There was a huge tent 
camp on Dixon. 03 39 

 
03 39 It was called Shanghai. Each tent was intended for 20 men. Those were 

military tents. There were plank bunk beds on both sides. Civilians and 
seamen lived there. It was a huge camp. 04 08 

 
04 08 It was already very cold; a cast-iron movable tin stove was in every tent. 

When it was stoked it got red and gave heat. But then the stove got dark and 
it was cold again. 04 29 

 
04 29 While we were chasing the submarine this is what was going on. There was a 

longboat with our seamen still on board. They picked up a boat full of people 
from “Marina Raskova” 04 45 

 
04 45 So many people were on board the longboat. I can’t say how many people 

were there. All I can say there were many of them. They remained on their 
own there. 04 55 

 
04 55 At that time this is what happened. For sure there were 2 submarines there. 

They came to surface. They torpedoed “Marina Raskova”. “Marina Raskova” 
sank. However they didn’t touch our longboat. 05 15 

 
05 15 They thought it wasn’t worthwhile wasting bullets, torpedoes, etc. in the 

middle of the Kara Sea. Well not torpedoes, but ammunition. And so they let 
them alone. 05 30 
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05 30 And so the longboat… our seamen rowed as much as they could. This is what 
we found out later. The longboat had a lot of food , but no water on board. 
They had practically no water at all, 05 47 

 
05 47 Instead they took a big supply of alcohol with them. But when you drink 

alcohol you feel thirsty. To make my story short, the longboat was out in the 
Kara Sea for several weeks, people were thirsty to death. 06 06 

 
06 06 Many people died. The water ration was literally a few mouthfuls. At that time 

the Northern Fleet HQ ordered the air forces to comb the water area for 
survivors. 06 28 

 
06 28          There were Catalina aircraft there, made in England if I’m not mistaken, 

hydroplanes. On several occasions they flew by in a distance seen by our 
sergeants. 06 45 

 
06 45 Finally one of the hydroplanes spotted the longboat. There were only our 

sergeants and a few ladies of easy virtue remaining on board the longboats. 
The rest were dead. 06 58 

 
06 58 Some were gone crazy, drinking sea water and saying it was fresh. To make 

my story short, they were taken on board the longboat and sent to a Dixon 
hospital. 07 10 

 
07 10 So… later we weren’t involved in any combat action. (Where were you when 

the war ended?) I was in the college in Leningrad when the war was over. We 
were… when we came to the college we realized we weren’t on the students 
lists. 07 39 

 
07 39 The commander, rather an officer on duty, made an inquiry at the 2nd 

department and was told we weren’t on any lists, why did we come there at 
all. He sent us to a delousing station, just in case. 07 50 

 
07 50 We were outraged. We had been decorated with medals… yet at the time we 

didn’t know about that…we were considered heroes. Why send us to the 
delousing station? 08 05 

 
08 05 To make my story short, we stayed in Leningrad for a few days before 

returning to the college. All of a sudden we were given a warm welcome. Not 
just a warm welcome. We were given new uniforms. They gathered everyone, 
we were on the podium. 08 28 

 
08 27   As it turned out, they received an order from Moscow, saying that we were 

being decorated with medals for sinking the submarine. I was decorated with 
Nakhimov Medal. 08 41 

 
08 41 My friends were decorated with Nakhimov and Ushakov Medals. We were 

again enrolled in the college. May 9th, ’45 is the most memorable day. We 
went on a leave. We were in the Palace Square. 09 05 
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09 05 A big crowd was there. People kissed each other, crying, singing, God knows 
what was going on! Everyone knows everything about that day. This is what 
happened when the war was over. 09 19 

 
09 19 (Were you mistreated as a Jew?) There was no mistreatment at all during the 

war and before the war. We weren’t aware that mistreatment and persecution 
took place. Everything was as good as it could be in this respect. 09 42 

 
09 42 (What about after the war?) There was mistreatment after the war. I can give 

you a short account of my life in the post-war time. I graduated from the 
college. When I was about to graduate I knew that because I was a Jew I 
could only hope to be sent to the Pacific or the Northern Fleet at best. 10 11 

 
10 11 There was no chance I would be assigned a post in the Baltic or the Black Sea 

Fleet, just because I was a Jew… I knew it…I chose the Northern Fleet. Why? 
Because it was the closest Fleet to Leningrad. 10 25 

 
10 25 We saw Leningrad as our hub of the world. I was assigned to serve in a 

torpedo cutter brigade at the Northern Fleet, located… it was where the 
torpedo cutters were docked. 10 53 

 
10 53 There were 3 torpedo cutter divisions there: 2 divisions of lend-lease ships 

and 1 division of captured German ships. There also was a mother ship called 
“Pinega”. 11 13 

 
11 13  The location was “Dolgaya Zapadnaya” Bay. I was assigned to take the 

position of electrician group commander with mother ship “Pinega”. Mother 
ship “Pinega” was a ship captured from the Germans. It was quite a good 
one. 11 33 

 
11 33 It was meant to escort torpedo cutters. Besides, it was the place where 

torpedo cutters crews stayed.  When I arrived at the mother ship, it turned 
out to be out of action because its AC transducers were off and out of order. 
12 03 

 
12 03 Besides, the machine telegraph didn’t work either making it impossible to 

operate the ship. The AC was supplied from the shore. It’s a long story, and 
I’m not going to tell you all the details. 12 13 

 
12 13 To make my story short, after 3 years’ long service on the mother ship, I was 

transferred, as per Fleet HQ’s order, to the post of division commander at the 
newly built cruiser “Chkalov” located in Leningrad at the time. 12 33 

 
12 33 The cruiser’s construction began before the war, it was interrupted during the 

war and per authorities’ decision, the construction was to be finished at that 
time. 12 42 

 
12 42 I was assigned to take the post of division commander there. After a while 

the construction was completed. The cruiser left for Baltiysk. I had a goal… I 
had a very strong desire to become a scientific researcher. 13 02 
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13 02 I had had that wish since my college years. There was only 1 way to become 
a scientific researcher: I had to enrol in the Krylov Navy Academy for 
Shipbuilding and Weaponry. 13 17 

 
13 17 However it wasn’t an easy task to get admitted. The reason was the same: I 

was a Jew. I figured I’d have to take a Candidate exam which would make it 
easier for me to get admitted. Besides, having passed the Candidate exam 
would have let me be enrolled skipping a number of admittance exams.  13 
38 

 
13 38 I was suggested this. The squadron’s political supervision commander in the 

Baltic Sea, suggested that I, and not just I, better get enrolled in Marx-Lenin 
University located in Libava. 13 57 

 
13 57 And so I figured this. As soon as University Diploma granted same privileges 

as Marx-Lenin candidate exam, why not go for it. More so that I was allowed 
to attend Libava once or twice a month which was pretty convenient. 14 19 

 
14 19 To make my story short, I graduated from the University, got a Diploma with 

Distinction and passed a specialty exam at Dzerzhinka. All I had to do was to 
pass higher math and theoretical mechanics exams.14 41 

 
14 41 A new cruiser commander was assigned at that time. His name was captain 

first class Leut. He was a very imperious man; well not just that but also a 
very stern one. 15 03 

 
15 03  We got along well. When we were in Kronshtadt, he said “Victor Lvovich, no 

worries, I will be  in Baltiysk… I will talk to the Southern Baltic Fleet 
commander... 15 22 

 
15 22 … there are some vacancies in the Academy. I’ll try to get you into the 

Academy”.  And he did. I got into the Academy, passed both higher math 
and theoretical mechanics exams. 15 41 

 
15 41 It wasn’t easy at all – it had been years since I had graduated from the 

college. I picked the Electrical Engineering Faculty, the electric drives 
department. I settled down in Leningrad then. 16 00 

 
16 00 I started my studies at the Academy. I studied at the Academy for 3 years. 

When I was on my 3rd year at the Academy, I had to choose the topic for my 
diploma work. 16 13 

 
16 13  I chose electrical engines. I was a patron of Leningrad Public Library. I made 

a research in physics, in particular the Hall effect in semi-conductors. I had an 
idea that using Hall transmitters in electrical machines would enable…16 51 

 
16 51 I found this… I had a suggestion…to make Hall transmitters send 

electromagnetic torque to an oscillograph in transient conditions which had 
been totally impossible for electrical machines before. 17 08 
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17 08 It was a very important factor in designing electrical machines, generators 
and engines.  I received a reference letter from the Academy commander to 
Semi-conductors Institute in Leningrad.17 33 

 
17 33 The Institute’s director’s name was Abram Fedorovich Ioffe, a world renowned 

academician and scientific researcher. And so I went to Abram Fedorovich. I 
had an interview. He sent me to lab manager, whose name was Regel. 17 54 

 
17 54 We had an understanding; I was offered to attend the Institute in order to…an 

Olga Ipatievskaya was assigned to be my assistant. She was a specialist in 
Hall effects in semi-conductors. And so we competed a work…18 30 

 
18 30 I defended my diploma work in Hall effects in electrical machines. After that I 

was to be assigned a position. I wanted to get a position with unit 27/177 
which was 1st Navy Institute. 18 54 

 
18 54 It was a research institute. I wanted to become a researcher by all means. 

However I had no chances to get there because of being a Jew. There were 
several interviews with Institute’s HR manager. 19 17 

 
19 17 He said he couldn’t hire me. While the Academy’s HR manager… I had a good 

working relationship with him. He called the other HR manager, the 1st 
Institute’s HR manager, several times. 19 36 

 
19 36 Well eventually he persuaded him to hire me. The man said, “Ok one more 

Jew on my staff”. (Chuckling). I was assigned to a position with the 1st 
Institute. 19 49 

 
19 49 At the 1st Institute… (were Jews employed there?) Yes, being a Jew I worked 

with the 1st Institute. (Were there other Jews?) Yes, there were Jews there. It 
happened so that I met Abram Fedorovich Mattus there. 20 10 

 
20 10 I think he was an exceptionally talented person. He was a lieutenant colonel. 

That was where he served. When I told him about my ideas regarding writing 
a candidate’s dissertation in Hall effects related to electrical machines he said 
it was a remarkable idea. 20 40 

 
20 40 He helped me a lot. I was his protégé in both research matters and also… I 

got in touch with Olga Ipatievskaya who worked at Semi-conductors Institute. 
We agreed that she would make a required number of additional transmitters. 
21 06 

 
21 06 I received from Institute commander Admiral Korshinov a reference letter to 

“Dynamo” factory in Moscow. He asked to provide me with assistance in 
conducting a number of experiments with electrical machines at “Dynamo” 
factory. 21 32 

 
21 32 And so I was off to Moscow. I stayed at “Ukraine” Hotel. I went to the 

Institute… sorry to “Dynamo” factory.  I was lucky to find my old comrade 
there by the name of Andrey Bely. 21 51 
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21 51 He worked at the design bureau. He helped me to get in touch with the 
factory’s director. To make my story short, I was allowed to work in a 
workshop. I was given a couple of electrical machines. A couple of workers 
were assigned to assist me assemble and dissemble the computer… rather 
electrical machines… 22 11 

 
22 11 To make my story short I managed to conduct a number of experiments 

there. I returned to Leningrad. I submitted application for candidate 
dissertation defence. 22 25 

 
22 25 The problem was: my dissertation was open while the academic council was 

closed. (Chuckling) Somehow an agreement was reached with Higher 
Attestation Board that my open dissertation would be defended in a closed 
Council. 22 42 

 
22 42 And so I defended and was conferred a Candidate’s Degree in Engineering, 

while Olga became a Candidate in Physic and Mathematics. We had a number 
of publications in national magazines. 22 55 

 
22 55 Those were such national magazines as “Electricity”, “Engineering Physics”. 

To make my story short I was given a start in life. At that time I took interest 
in another area of knowledge that was computer engineering.23 11    
     

23 11 At that time it was something absolutely innovative. There was a computer in 
our Institute; it was called Ural -1 if I’m not mistaken. We used to set up a 
simple math problem, go to the lunch break to find the solution on returning 
to the office. 23 33 

 
23 33 That was what the computer was like at that time. (chuckling)  There was 

another computer, it was called M-20. It was operated by Leningrad 
University. And so we… I started my studies in this innovative area. It was 
called a finite automata theory. 23 58 

 
23 58 And I… well I put forward a hypothesis. The finite automata theory as it was,  

wasn’t applicable for any practical use under any circumstances. And so I 
found a method to put forward a theory of sequential finite automata. 24 28 

 
24 28 The theory was good for practical use. Moreover, beside the theory, I 

developed math models with the use of M-20 in Leningrad. We used to go 
there with my wife here and my little daughter Svetlana. 24 54 

 
24 54 As a result I managed to implement… I see you’re nervous because you’re 

running out of time. (Background conversation) I can stop for a while. 
(Background conversation) 25 07   

 
25 07 (Background conversation) 27 23 
       
 
End of file 
 
Victor Perchuk 4 
Duration 14:13 
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00 00  (Pls go on) The regional party committee was very disappointed with the 

conclusion made by People’s Control Commission. They sent a correspondent 
from “Socialist Industry” newspaper to find materials aimed against me. 00 
15 

 
00 15 The correspondent made a libel against me in the newspaper. I was outraged. 

I went to Moscow to see Academician Velikhov, you may have heard his 
name. He was Vice-President of the Academy of Sciences. He sent a letter to 
the Central Committee of the CPSU… 00 36 

 
00 36 …to the effect that the newspaper should publish a disclaimer and apologize. 

Naturally the newspaper didn’t. After that there was another libel against me 
saying that I allegedly…00 58 

 
00 58 Oh and when I left to go on vacation I left blank forms signed by me with the 

secretary in case they urgently needed my signature. My signature was 
copied, and a letter on my behalf was written. 01 16 

 
01 16 The letter was addressed to a Zionist organization, I don’t remember what it 

was called (inaudible)…the letter said that I was being mistreated and I 
intended to leave for Israel and I wasn’t given a permission or something like 
that. 01 33 

 
01 33 It was full of infamous things. They were going to… allegedly the letter was 

written by me, with all the ensuing consequences. I was outraged. I went 
right to Primorsky Region KGB Head. 01 59 

 
01 59 His name was Grigoriev. I expressed my indignation. I thought that KGB 

should be involved in that. We had a long conversation. I explained what I 
thought about the matter. 02 17 

 
02 17 Also I told him about regional party secretaries who put me through all the 

mistreatment. He cancelled all the persecutions against me. He was a good 
man. 02 34 

 
02 34 Next I had…I had a very big support at the Institute. I mean the Academic 

Council supported me 100%. The Institute had a very good reputation. 
Afterwards a commission from the Academy of Sciences arrived. 02 58 

 
02 58 The commission made a conclusion that the director should be replaced. It 

was against the director, right? They weren’t able to replace the director.03 
18 

 
03 18 The commission made a report saying that the director should be replaced. 

They made up all kinds of mean things and put them on the report. I was 
given a copy of the report. 03 38 

 
03 38 I took the report and went to Moscow. I went to see Velikhov and Marchuk, 

the President of the Academy of Sciences at that time. To make my story 
short, I managed to have Marchuk approve the report. 04 01 
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04 01 The regional party committee considered that in case the report is not 
approved… ah, no…it was a different report. I invited a commission then… it 
was my initiative to invite the commission…04 14 

 
04 14 I went through the Presidium of the Academy of Sciences including 

outstanding academicians, world renowned academicians. They came to the 
Institute to review what was going on in the Institute. 04 32 

 
04 32 They came up with a brilliant report, saying that the institute was one of the 

best in the Academy of Sciences…The regional  party committee made the 
following decision. 04 41 

 
04 41 If such a report exists and if it’s not approved by the Presidium… the 

President of the Academy of Sciences it’s not effective. I took the report and 
went to Moscow. 04 53 

 
04 53 I managed to have Marchuk approve the report. The regional party committee 

members were awfully disappointed. At that time I was a candidate for 
Correspondent Member of the Academy of Sciences. 05 09 

 
05 09 They made… I had brilliant references for that matter. I had references by 

Novosibirsk Science Centre, including outstanding academicians. I had 
references by United Institute for Nuclear Research and the Institute’s 
director. 05 29 

 
05 29 The Institute was world wide renowned organization. I had lots of references. 

But all the same they didn’t let me pass, they didn’t approve me. When I was 
nominated for the second time it went like this. 05 49 

 
05 49 Then the abominable commission came, for the second time, the abominable 

commission came. At that time I was a candidate for Correspondent Member 
of the Academy of Sciences. 06 12 

 
06 12 The regional party committee ordered not to let me be elected by any means. 

During the session of the general meeting of the Academy of Sciences… 
before that the new regional party committee secretary called the Central 
Committee. 06 31 

 
06 31 Do you know Ligachev? He supervised the Academy of Sciences. He ordered 

not to let me be elected as Correspondent Member. Ligachev called the party 
committee of the Academy of Sciences and forbade to elect me despite the 
fact that I had brilliant references. 06 59  

 
06 59 Moreover, they decided to expel me from the party. Why? Because I was 

approaching the re-election term. They wanted to replace me with someone: 
a Jew should not be in charge… being Institute director. 07 27 

 
07 27 At that time my wife and I were on vacation in a sanatorium near Moscow. 

When we arrived there a telegram came from the regional party committee 
addressed to the sanatorium manager. 07 48 
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07 48 It said I shouldn’t be admitted to the sanatorium. Instead I should be sent 
back to Vladivostok to the regional party committee meeting. I said to the 
sanatorium director “Are you subordinated to Vladivostok?”08 02 

 
08 02 To make my story short, he admitted me. We had a good rest in the 

sanatorium. Later when we returned to Vladivostok they dragged me to the 
district committee bureau meeting. 08 17 

 
08 17 The district committee bureau told me to put my party member card on the 

table. I did. Oh no, before that, there was a meeting of old farts… pardon my 
language, whatever they were called… 08 32 

 
08 32 … communist party veterans. They made a decision I wasn’t aware of. Later, 

during the meeting of the district committee bureau they raised a point of 
expelling me from the party. 08 45 

 
08 45 for… they want me to wrap up my story…for creating an unfavourable 

situation in the Institute, going along wrong direction. While in fact I 
developed directions related to system programming, the most vital one. 
Nowadays system programmers are worth their weight in gold. 09 11 

 
09 11 Well I was expelled from the party. Before that the party committee secretary 

said to  me… the Presidium of Academy of Sciences…”Victor Lvovich, do you 
realize that you are going to be expelled from the party?”09 27 

 
09 27 I said “Yes, I do”. “But you have to repent”. I said “I don’t have anything to 

repent of, I was doing the right thing”. And so I didn’t repent. Most of all they 
were afraid I would run for re-election as Institute director. 09 40 

 
09 40 I said I was already 65 and I wasn’t a Corresponding Member. I wasn’t 

entitled to the right of  running for re-election. All the same they thought I 
would be re-elected. 09 50 

 
09 50 At that time the procedure was like this. First I would have to be elected by 

the Academic Council, right? And the Academic Council had an intention to re-
elect me… 09 59 

 
09 59 …despite the fact that I told them I wasn’t going to apply for re-election. But 

they still expelled me from the party, just in case. It was before the month of 
May, prior to the May-day holidays. 10 10 

 
10 10 And then I had the impudence to call again the Head of Primorsky Region 

KGB. I said “You see what they are driving at, right?” He goes “Don’t you 
worry, we’re going to fix it up”. 10 29 

 
10 29 The next day I was invited to come to the district committee bureau meeting. 

They said… the second deputy head of district executive committee was 
absent from the bureau meeting. 10 44 

 
10 44 He was responsible for garbage disposal, etc. “He is against the idea of 

expelling you from the party”. (Chuckling) To make my story short, I was 
reinstated in the party and reprimanded. 10 55 
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10 55 It was a stern reprimand if I’m not mistaken. But all the same the Institute 

re-elected me as Institute director. I said I didn’t accept. But when I showed 
up at the demonstration my co-workers greeted me with a huge enthusiasm. 
11 12 

 
11 12 During the demonstration I marched past the tribune where the guests of 

honour stood, including the regional party committee secretaries. I wasn’t 
included in the column of the Presidium of the Academy of Sciences where all 
the directors were. 11 26 

 
11 26 Instead I was included in my Institute’s column. After that I decided to leave 

Vladivostok. I had an apartment in Kiev. I went to Moscow where I met with 
Aleksandrov, President of the Academy of Sciences. 11 47 

 
11 47 He exchanged words with Paton, President of the Ukraine’s Academy of 

Sciences. The latter said he was going to offer me a job as leading researcher 
with one of Ukraine’s Institutes attached to the Ukraine’s Academy of 
Sciences. 12 03 

 
12 03 Before that I dropped by at the Cybernetics Institute. Glushkov wasn’t the 

director any more, with whom I was on the friendliest terms. Mikhalevich was 
the director with whom I was on a pretty friendly terms too. 12 20 

 
12 20 I said to him “Would you hire me as leading researcher with your Institute?” 

He goes…it was during the perestroika… he goes “Victor Lvovich, nothing has 
changed”. 12 30 

 
12 30 You see what the point was? “I can’t”. Here you are. And that’s despite the 

fact that I had a reference letter from President of the Academy of Sciences. 
To make my story short, after that Paton invited me to come to his office. 12 
45 

 
12 45  He also invited Mikhalevich and director of a new Institute for Energy 

Conservation. He asked me “Victor Lvovich, what institute would you like to 
join as leading researcher?” 12 59 

 
12 59 I said “I’d like to join the institute…” Oh and he said “I’d recommend you to 

apply for the Institute of Energy Conservation”. I said I accepted. And so I 
was hired to work with the Institute for Energy Conservation. 13 11 

 
13 11 Well, afterwards I organized a group of people. We created a computerized 

system… a system for energy and economy development forecasting for 
various countries and regions. 13 36 

 
13 36 The famous American company IBM purchased our system. We passed it on 

to the Ministry of Economy of Ukraine. Again I had a very good team. We did 
a great job. And then I realized it was time for me to retire. So this was the 
end of my life’s career, just a very short account. (Thank you) Thank you. Did 
it sound interesting? 14 13  

  
14 13 End of file 
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  End of interview 
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